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Abstract: The visibility of images of outdoor road scenes will commonly become degraded when captured during inclement storm 
conditions. Localized light sources often result from activating of street lights and vehicle headlights in these conditions. 
Traditional state of the art restoration techniques are incapable to work with hazy images that featured localized light sources 
and process is also delay. Therefore, we propose a new method to enhance the road scenes hazy images using wavelength 
consideration and de hazing algorithm .This algorithm worked supported on the dark channel prior and depth map calculation 
.In contrast based technique, the local contrast of hazy image will be restored to achieve better visual perception .Here, 
physically based technique is utilized to increase the clarity of hazy images. It uses atmospherically light and transmission map 
components to obtain the scene objects from the degradation. 
Keywords: Image de hazing, light scattering, wave length compensation, atmospheric light source, dark channel prior       

I. INTRODUCTION 

The visibility in images of captured on out of door scenarios can often experience degradation as result of phenomena which include 
absorption and scattering of skylight by the atmospherically light particles such as haze, fog, mist etc. Correspondingly visibility 
degradation can be problematic to many systems which works under wide range of the weather conditions including communicative 
transporting systems, out of door object recognition, surveillance systems, and remote sensing systems and so on. The amount of 
absorption and scattering depends on the depth of the scene between a traffic camera and scene point. So, scene depth information is 
essential for recovering scene radiance in image of hazy environments. These techniques can be divided into two groups given depth 
and unknown depth. Given depth works based on the supposition that the depth is given, this is when used by these advanced to 
restore hazy images. However, given depth approaches are not compatible for visibility restoration. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 The processing of hazy images focalize singly on corresponding scattering or color turn distortion. Techniques are goal on removal 
of skylight scattering distortion intercept image de hazing to restore the clarity of the hazy images. Color turn reparation techniques 
calculate the hazy image environmental parameters by execute color registry with examination of light attenuation. An apply 
histogram equaling in both RGB and HIS color spaces to balance the photometric brightness distortion distribution of color and 
dynamically combine the brightness of an object in a discrepancy dependent way by using controllable multicolor light source to 
remunerated color loss. A methodical approach is required to take all the factors regarding light scattering, color change and 
possible presence of artificial skylight source into contemplation. The traditional restoration methods not suitable for restoration of 
hazy images. We presents the new proposed technique is the low complexity wavelength compensation and de hazing algorithm, 
expensive optical instruments or stereo images pairs are no longer required and this algorithm requires less computational resources 
and complexity is reduced when compared to conventional Wavelength compensation and Image de hazing algorithm. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

We present an efficient advanced for the haze removal of single images captured during separate environmental conditions that not 
only refute the formation of artifact but also regain color. In low complexity wavelength compensation and image de hazing 
algorithm first the distance between scene objects camera is estimated by using a low complexity dark channel prior algorithm. 
Based on the depth map estimation derived the foreground and background area with in the image is segmented. The light intensities 
of foreground and background are then comparison, to determine whether atmospherically light source is employed during the 
image obtain process .If an atmospherically light source is detected, the added photometric brightness is to be eliminated. The 
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wavelength compensation and image de hazing algorithm are utilized to removal the haze effect and color change. 
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                                                     Fig1: Flow chart of proposed WCID algorithm                 

A. Hazy image photographic system 
The hazy image photographic system is providing with an atmospherically lighting in photographic environment the origin in 
increase to flesh sky light of camera for avoiding the in efficient lighting in photographic system. The light from both the camera 
and artificial skylight origin is casual on surface appoint in the scene and reflective back to camera. In the path between the subject 
and camera d(x) hazing and color distortion happen due to light scattering and varying degrees of attenuation encountered with 
distinct wavelength. 

B. Dark channel prior algorithm                                                                                                                         
The dark channel prior which is an existent shoe depth derivative method is supported on the deed that, in most of the no 
background skylight patches on a haze free road image, at least one color channel has very intenseness at some pixels. The 
minimum intensity in such a patch should have a very low value, called a dark channel. In a local patch cannot found the pixels 
which contain a very low value, the existence of likeness are mean. The dark channel prior algorithm quantified of haze 
concentration .It is turn stipulate the object camera distance, i.e., the depth map 

                                          The hazy image can be modeled by Radiative Transport equation                   

                                                   ( ) ( ) (1 ( )) .I x j x t x B       

                                      Where   λ Є {red, green, blue}             
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Here x  is a point on the hazy scene, ( )I x  is the image captured by the camera.  ( )j x  Is the scene radiance at point ( )x  i.e. 

the actual amount of light source reflected from point ( )x , ( )t x  is the residual energy ratio of ( )j x  reflecting from point x   in 

the haze image before reaching the camera. B Is the homogeneous background light and  is the light wave length.   Describes the 

wavelength   and object camera distance ( )d x  describes the delay of scene radiance in the haze.   

                                     The dark channel can be calculated by using the equation 

                                                          Dark channel   = min ( ( ))I x  

                                                                Where λ Є {red, green, blue} 

                 ( )I x  Denotes the camera is captured by hazy image. The background light B  is usually assumed to be the highest 

brightness value an image of pixel intensity. In the brightest pixel value among all the local pixels to the background light follows 

                                                                B  = max (min ( ( )I x )  

                                    The depth map can be calculated by using the formula   

                                             Depth map = 1-min {median ( I (x))/ B } 

                                    Block effect reduced by the median filter                    

C. Image segmentation 
The foreground and background region of the underwater image are segmented supported on the depth map derived using threshold                              
                  Front ground if ( )d x  < threshold 

                  Background if  ( )d x  >threshold                                                                                                   . 

D.  Determination of atmospherically light source 
The existence of an atmospherically skylight source can be determined by compare with the difference between the mean 
photometric brightness of the foreground and background images .Higher mean photometric brightness in the foreground 
particularize the existence of a supplementary.   

E. Removal of atmospherically light source 
For removing the atmospherically light source, first the average intenseness of both the foreground and background image is 
calculated. Then take the dispute intenseness is find the luminousness updated foreground intenseness is find out by deduct the 
difference intenseness from the foreground intensity. Then by adding updated foreground with the background the image free of 
artificial light source is obtained. 

F. Compensation of light scattering and color change 
After removing the atmospherically light source and deriving distance d(x) between an object and the camera, he haze can be 
removed by deduct the scattering term ( )(1 )d x

rerN from image perceived by the camera. Next, the color change conflict during the 

object camera path can be accurate by separating the de hazed image by the wavelength dependent ratio ( )d x
rerN  

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS 
A. Subjective Evaluation Results 
The   section is to demonstrate the results of existing method and proposed methods. The input hazy image fig2 is applied with DCP 
module algorithm in the existing method. The below fig3 shows that the existing method de hazing image and fig4 shows that the 
proposed method wavelength compensation and de hazing algorithm are used. In order to prove that the proposed method is an 
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effective image restoration technique for images captured in wide range of weather conditions. 

 
Fig2:input hazy image 

B. Existing method             

 
Fig 3: output haze free image using DCP algorithm 

C. Proposed method 

 
Fig4: Output haze free image using WCID algorithm 

D. Objective Evaluation Results 
The objective analysis shows in below Tab. I. the objective evaluation results improvement in road hazy image. .In this we are 
calculated the PSNR, MSE, RMSE, correlation coefficient, r E matric and sigma tabulated below.                                       
                                         

Table 1: Performance results 
parameter Existing method Proposed 

method 
E matric 0.5000 0.5000 
r  1.0008 1.0002 
sigma    0     0 
PSNR 55.7714 65.1016 
MSE1 0.5206 0.0607 
RMSE1 0.7215 0.2464 
Correlation coefficient 0.9861 0.9150 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The hazy image is suffers from low contrast and resolution due to poor visibility conditions. The hazy image enhancement using 
low complexity wavelength compensation algorithm is used to enhance haze image by de hazing algorithm. In this project influence 
of the atmospheric light is removed from the hazy image. If the presence of atmospheric light is detected the influence of it is 
eliminated from the hazed input image. The haze effect can be removed by using WCID algorithm. The low complexity is achieved 
by using a median filter in the dark channel prior algorithm.                                                                       
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